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Response to review report panel 
MSC Inclusive Education 
Meeting held 1.7.15 
 
 
Recommendations  
 

Recommendation 1 

 
The courses within the Programme should be offered as options for other 
programmes. This will help maintain viability as well as well as meeting a wider 
interest. 
 
The programme director has approached the directors of MSc Education and TESOL 
and Language Learning to offer courses for their programmes from this year. We 
anticipate some courses will be very popular with students from other programmes, 
e.g. the Foundations of International Child Protection. So far two programme 
directors have replied and both are very interested. 
 

Recommendation 2 

Coherence between full-time study and part-time study should be assured. 
Programme Specification p 12 
 

Recommendation 3 

There should be a greater variety of assignments across the programme.  
Amended. See assessment grid in Programme Specification Appendix 1, pp 14 – 16. 
 

Recommendation 4 

Reduce some of the detail in the course descriptors. These should provide indicative 
reading and not be too prescriptive. Further detail can be included in the annual 
course handbooks. 
Achieved, see Course Descriptors document. Each course is now maximum of 3 
pages and readings have been reduced. 
 

Recommendation 5 

More information should be provided about the predicted market, particularly 
information with regards to Turkish Scholarships. 
Programme Proposal 3.3 pp 8 – 9. 
 

Recommendation 6 

Consider offering courses on a stand alone basis and which would be invoiced at 
course level (ICL)  Programme proposal, Section 4, p. 9 - 10 
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Recommendation 7 

Dissertation timings. The dissertation process may need to be started earlier to take 
account of potential ethics approval and access issues. 
Programme Specification p. 12 
 

 
Conditions  
 

Condition 1 

Provide further documentation. More information is required on current student 
numbers and how current students are funded.  
Programme Specification Appendix 3 p. 20 
 
Details about courses being run at present, together with all the course descriptors, 
should be included.  
All the current course descriptors are now on the Course Descriptors document.  
Programme Specification Appendix 2 pp 17 – 19 explains the current programmes. 
 
There should be a clearer vision statement in the documentation as to how the 
proposed programme builds on current programme/s. 
Programme proposal 2.4 page 6 
 

Condition 2 

The three named awards should be amended to have a common core course i.e. 
Inclusive Pedagogy. 
Inclusive Pedagogy is common to all. See Programme Specification section 12, p. 9 
  

Condition 3 

Review the structure of the three specialist programmes. At present these need to 
be more clearly distinguished as specialist pathways within a core programme. 
Programme specification, Section 12, p 9- 10. 
 

Condition 4 

The three specialist PG Diplomas should have the option to progress on to Masters, 
therefore appropriate research methods content is required to be included in the 
programme structures. The issues of credits would also require to be addressed to 
ensure that the diploma can be achieved in 120 credits and Masters with an 
additional 60 credits.  
 
The DPTs document shows considerable simplification to the programme structure 
originally submitted. Students on the Postgraduate Diploma in Inclusive Education 
(visually impaired learners) now take Conceptualising Research as a 10-credit 
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course, allowing progression to the MSc.  Students on the Postgraduate Diploma in 
Inclusive Education (deaf learners) programme continue to take Deaf Studies as a 
10-credit alternative to Conceptualising Research. The justification for this is that 
Deaf Studies is a core course for the programme, it involves holding different 
perspectives on deafness simultaneously, and it covers a similar content as the 
Conceptualising Research course.  These students can also audit Conceptualising 
Research later if they wish to continue to the MSc stage. 
 

Condition 5 

The PG Certificate requires to be amended so that this is reduced from 70 credits to 
60 credits. 
The revised DPT document shows this on  pp 4 – 5. Each year the programme has 
either 2 x 10 –credit courses (Conceptualising Research and Deaf Studies) or one 
(Conceptualising Research). The School of Education has six other level 11 courses 
of 10 credits which students can take on a visiting basis:  
 
http://www.drps.ed.ac.uk/15-16/dpt/cx_sb_edua.htm 
The wider College and University are also possible sources of additional 10 credit 
courses, some available online which will suit part time students. 
 

 
 
 

http://www.drps.ed.ac.uk/15-16/dpt/cx_sb_edua.htm

